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Introduction

FAST (Fundación Argentina de Smalltalk) has organized the 10th Smalltalk
Conference 2016 held on November 9th to 11th, 2016 at the Universidad Tecnológica Nacional - Facultad Regional Tucumán in San Miguel de Tucumán
(Tucumán). The aim of the conference is to strengthen the Argentine and international Smalltalk communities through the exchange of works, experiences
and anecdotes connected with this technology or related matters. Renowned
members of the international Smalltalk community have visited us this year.
This edition of the conference has had a Session of technical papers related
to “Industry and Development” and “Research and Training”.
This document is structured as follows: Section 2 and Section 3 detail the
biographies of all the international and national speakers, Section 4 shows the
three keynotes we have had from three of our international speakers and Section
5 lists all the abstracts of the talks given in the Session of Technical Papers.
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International Speakers

The international speakers participating in Smalltalks 2016 appears in alphabetical order:
Seth Berman. Before joining Instantiations in May of 2011, Seth Berman
spent 10 years developing software for the U.S. government. During this time
he worked in a variety of domains to include stochastic simulation, operations
research, grid computing and link analysis. He is currently the Vice President of
Engineering at Instantiations focusing on product development of VA Smalltalk.
He has a B.S. in Computer Science and an M.S. in Software Engineering.
Gilad Bracha is the creator of the Newspeak programming language and a
software engineer at Google where he works on Dart. Previously, he was a
VP at SAP Labs, a Distinguished Engineer at Cadence, and a Computational
Theologist and Distinguished Engineer at Sun. He is co-author of the Java Language Specification, and a researcher in the area of object-oriented programming languages. Prior to joining Sun, he worked on Strongtalk, the Animorphic
Smalltalk System. He received his B.Sc in Mathematics and Computer Science
from Ben Gurion University in Israel and a Ph.D. in Computer Science from
the University of Utah.
James Foster. As a junior-high student in 1971, he discovered the local university’s computer center and a life-long obsession with computers began. He was
introduced to Smalltalk/V for the Mac in the mid-90s, and became a Smalltalk
bigot. James Foster is VP of Finance and Operations for GemTalk Systems and
is a passionate advocate for GemStone and all things Smalltalk.
Bert Freudenberg is a freelancing software engineer working in Alan Kay’s
group since 2006. His work ranges from virtual machine technology to end-user
authoring systems. Being a long-time Smalltalk developer he dig dynamic languages and live programming environments. Previously he worked at Impara,
building a 3D authoring system for children in Squeak. In his PhD research
before that he created a real-time non-photorealistic 3D renderer (featured in
the OpenGL Shading Language book).
Dale Henrichs is a Principal Engineer at GemTalk Systems and has been
working in Smalltalk since 1985. For the last decade, he has focused on the
development and support of open source projects for both GemTalk Systems
and the Smalltalk community. His contributions to the Smalltalk community
include Metacello, FileTree, and the GemStone port of Seaside.
Ralph E. Johnson is a Research Associate Professor in the Department of
Computer Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is a coauthor of the influential computer science textbook Design Patterns: Elements
of Reusable Object-Oriented Software, for which he won the 2010 ACM SIG3

SOFT Outstanding Research Award. He was an early pioneer in the Smalltalk
community and is a continued supporter of the language. He has held several
executive roles at the ACM Object-Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages
and Applications conference OOPSLA. He initiated the popular OOPSLA Design Fest workshop.
Elliot Miranda is a Smalltalk VM implementor and systems programmer having written his first VM in 1983. He worked on Peter Deutsch’s HPS VM for
VisualWorks throughout the 90’s and early 2000’s and essentially double its
speed (mostly by adding polymorphic inline caches and rearchitecting its mapping of contexts to stacks). He was technical lead for VisualWorks from VW
3.0 through VW 7.4.1, leaving at the end of 2006. Amongst other things, he
invented method pragmas/method tags as seen in VisualWorks and Squeak.
He spent an all too brief but stimulating time at Cadence in Gilad Bracha’s
Newspeak team, and then went to Qwaq (now 3DICC) where he implemented
another fast VM for Croquet, a 3d immersive collaboration architecture built
above Squeak Smalltalk, but this time (unlike VisualWorks) the VM is open
source. He returned to Cadence early in 2011 where he is working half-time for
Yaron Kashai on system-on-a-chip design support in Newspeak running above
the Cog VM. He is also collaborating with Tudor Girba in helping companies
exploit Pharo and Cog.
Martin Mc Clure has been interested in Smalltalk since he first heard about it
in 1975. After ten years, he finally got his hands on a running Smalltalk system
and works on it since. As a senior engineer working on GemStone Smalltalk
products at GemTalk Systems, he leads a team that designs and implements a
distributed object system that acts as a bridge between a Smalltalk client and
a GemStone Smalltalk server. In his spare time, he works on Mist (a Smalltalk
variant with improved modularity and security and no virtual machine).
John O’Keefe has been developing software for almost 50 years. He joined
the original IBM Smalltalk prototype team in 1990 and was a founding member
of the IBM VisualAge Smalltalk development team. He was Team Lead and
Chief Architect of IBM VisualAge Smalltalk from 1997 to 2007. In February
2007, he joined Instantiations to lead the VA Smalltalk development team. He is
currently the CTO and Principal Smalltalk Architect at Instantiations focusing
on future product architecture and development. He lives in Durham, North
Carolina and work in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Joseph Yoder (agilist, computer scientist, and pattern author) is the founder
and principal of The Refactory1 , a company focused on software architecture,
design, implementation, consulting, and mentoring on all facets of software development. Joseph is an international speaker, long standing member of the
ACM, and the President of The Hillside Group, a group dedicated to improve
1 http://www.refactory.com
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the quality of software. Joseph is an author of the Big Ball of Mud pattern,
which illuminates many fallacies in software architecture.
Joseph Yoder is an internationally recognized leader in many facets of software development specifically with Clean Design and Agile Best Practices. His
work has included working with both large and small companies and working
with startup organizations. He has many years of practical hands-on experience
where he has conducted architecture and design reviews of enterprise applications and systems, reviewed the design and implementation of a various systems
and frameworks, provided assessments and detailed analysis of existing systems,
assisted with framework and object-oriented development, and leading various
successful agile teams.
He has recently been working with organizations and thought leaders on the
best practices for including quality aspects throughout the complete software
life-cycle. In 2015 he won the New Directions 2 award with a colleague at Saturn
2015, given to the presentation that best describes innovative new approaches
and thought leadership in the application of architecture-centric practices for
the presentation, “QA to AQ: Shifting from Quality Assurance to Agile Quality”.
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Local Speakers

Guillermo Amaral has been devoted to Smalltalk for more than 10 years. He
has learned, used and enjoyed it throughout my entire professional career. He
is currently working at Caesar Systems, an international company of software
development for the oil & gas industry. He has a Master diploma in Computer
Science at the Universidad de Buenos Aires.
Carlos E. Ferro has worked as Senior Developer since 2005 in PetroVR, developing and maintaining a tool suite for business simulation and decision support
in the Oil&Gas industry. He works there under Leandro Caniglia’s leadership,
and the team also develops the Bee Smalltalk platform. Previously, he was a
Smalltalk developer for InfOil (information services for petroleum companies)
and Superintendencia de Seguros de la Nación (Argentine national insurance
oversight board). He has a degree in Computer Science at the University of
Buenos Aires where he was teaching assistant for 8 years in several courses mainly Object Oriented Programming. From 1991 to 2000 he also worked on
his own as software developer for several small and medium-sized companies.
Facundo Gelatti is an advanced student of Information Systems Engineering
at Universidad Tecnológica Nacional, Facultad Regional Tucumán. (Argentina).
Currently he is in the last year of the career. Since he has discovered Smalltalk
2 https://insights.sei.cmu.edu/saturn/2015/05/saturn-2015-awards-conferred.html
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about 3 years ago, he considers that there is no another language and environment like it. He believes that it makes him think in a different way during the
development. His main areas of interests are object oriented design, test driven
development, refactoring and patterns.
Julián Maestri is a Linux enthusiast, Smalltalk fan and an advanced student of
Computer Science Engineer from Universidad Católica Argentina (UCA) where
he taught C, PHP and Smalltalk. He now works at Mercap developing financial
software in Smalltalk.
Milton Mamanı́ Torres is a Software development engineer of ObjectProfile since 4 years in Santiago de Chile (Chile).
Matı́as Melendi works at 10Pines. He also teaches and study at Universidad Nacional de Quilmes.
Javier Pimás is an expert in high-level programming and development, specially high-level low-level programming. He learnt Smalltalk a decade ago and
he has been working on all kernel aspects of Bee runtime for the past 4 years.
At Buenos Aires university, he has been teaching about computer architectures,
assembly and operating system programming for over ten years.
Maximiliano Tabacman has been a part of Mercap since he started his studies in IT, which now includes a PhD in Computer Science from the Facultad de
Ciencias Exactas y Naturales (UBA). His main interest is the design of systems
that applies nature inspired concepts, such as evolutionary algorithms and neural networks. Smalltalk, with its object-message design, is his natural choice for
a development platform. He is also the creator of ERA, a standalone web server
application for running table-top roleplaying games, which runs on Windows,
Mac and Linux.
Angeles Tella Arena works at 10Pines. He also teaches and study at Universidad Nacional de Quilmes.
Matı́as Teragni is a professor at the Universidad Abierta Interamericana
(UAI), a PhD student at Universidad Nacional de La Plata (UNLP)
Juan Vuletich is a long standing member of the Smalltalk community. He
has been contributing kernel code to Squeak for the last 20 years. He started
Cuis Smalltalk3 10 years ago and has led it ever since. He works at Satellogic4 ,
where he leads the development of a high performance, real time, image processing pipeline software that runs in the satellites themselves. He holds an Ms.Sc.
in Computer Science from the University of Buenos Aires.
3 www.cuis-smalltalk.org
4 www.satellogic.com
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Hernan Wilkinson graduated in Computer Sciences from the Facultad de
Ciencias Exactas y Naturales at UBA. He has been teaching Object Oriented
Programming and Advanced Design with Objects in the same University for
more than sixteen years and also at the industry through 10Pines. He also
teaches Software Engineering II at the same faculty. He has been working as a
programmer, architect, technology and development manager in different companies such as IBM, Banco Galicia and Mercap SRL. He has been speaker in
different international congresses such as OOPSLA (Object Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages and Applications), ESUG (European Smalltalk User
Group), Smalltalks, Agiles, RubyConf Argentina and PHPConf Argentina. He
has been Key Note Speaker at Scrum Gathering Ecuador 2015 and the JalaSoft’s TechZone 2014. He has been chair of Smalltalks (the Smalltalk conference in Argentina) and PC Member of IWST 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015,
Smalltalks 2010, 2011 and 2012, and WISIT 2014. He contributes to many open
source projects like Aconcagua and Chalten. He is founding member of FAST
(Fundación Argentina de Smalltalk) and 10Pines SRL, company where he works
currently.
Omar Fernando Zafe is an advanced Systems Engineering student at Universidad Tecnológica Nacional Facultad Regional Tucumán. He has had an
internship at GITIA and worked at a Government office as a Web Developer.
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Keynotes

Deliver Fast with Confidence
Abstract: When developing and delivering complex systems it can be all too
easy to primarily focus on features and overlook software qualities, specifically
those related to software architecture. Being agile, with its focus on extensive
testing and frequent integration, has shown that it can make it easier to deal
with issues related to evolving the architecture. Often teams evolve to continuous delivery with some limited success. However, issues arise when there is not
good validation through tests and constant attention to the code quality. Time
has shown that various agile practices are not sufficient to prevent or eliminate
technical debt, which can ultimately affect reliability. It is important to recognize what is core to the architecture and the problem at hand when evolving it.
If there is not enough attention on the architecture and codebase, technical debt
will creep in to the point where it can become hard to deliver quickly and with
confidence. Two principles that can help teams deliver more quickly and with
confidence is to focus on code quality and delivery size. Small frequently delivery with constant attention to a good codebase is crucial to being able to sustain
faster reliable delivery. Practices that can help keep the code clean or prevent it
from getting muddier include: Testing, Divide & Conquer, Gentrification, Quarantine, Refactoring, and Craftsmanship. This talk examines techniques such as
Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery, Continuous Inspection, as well as
other techniques to pay good attention to code quality, all of which allow teams
to deliver fast and with confidence.
Speaker: Joseph Yoder
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 11:30 hs
SqueakJS: Real Smalltalk in JavaScript
Abstract: Over the years, many projects have extended Smalltalk’s reach to
the Web. They usually omit many features that are not directly available in
JavaScript. SqueakJS is the first full Smalltalk in the web browser. It is complete enough to be able to execute unmodified Squeak images, includes features like enumerating all objects and instances, two-way and one-way become,
weak collections, finalization support, thisContex manipulations, LargeInteger
arithemetic etc. The talk will discuss the challenges and discovered solutions
when implementing these features, as well as problems unique to the web platform (like file support and efficient JIT compiling).
Speaker: Bert Freudenberg
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 14:30 hs
22 Years of Design Patterns
Abstract: In this talk, the speakes focuses on lessons learned, particularly mistakes that he thinks that we made in the Design Patterns world.
Speaker: Ralph Johnson
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Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 11:30 hs
Lubrication and Flow
Abstract: The Pharo and Squeak communities, two major open source Smalltalk
communities united technically by a common heritage and a shared VM, and
socially by many members participating in both communities, have reached an
interesting stage. There are several interesting and successful applications that
have been implemented effectively by start-ups, by members of the communities. But these have sprouted from within the communities. Pharo and Squeak
have been steadily improving their quality and performance, and also, particularly in the Pharo community, supporting exploratory programming. These
improvements make both interesting to industrial Smalltalk users who up until now have implemented their systems in commercial dialects. The potential
from porting to Squeak and Pharo by existing commercial users, or new users
from outside the communities, is an exciting one. It could help both the users,
who stand to enjoy more rapidly evolving and higher-performance Smalltalk,
and the communities, who stand to receive significant revenue from this external use. But completing this marriage requires two key problems to be solved.
On the one hand, commercial users need an organization upon which they can
rely for support and to which they can pay for services. On the other hand,
the communities need fair distribution of that income if the communities are
to grow in harmony and avoid the discord that will result from unfair distribution. Organizations like the Pharo Consortium and PharoPro are first steps,
but they do not properly address the need for fair distribution of income. This
talk reviews the state of the Squeak and Pharo communities, and the efforts
so far to support commercial Smalltalk users. It then looks forward to some
new economic thinking in how to distribute fairly revenue within open source
communities.
Speaker: Elliot Miranda
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 14:30 hs
Utopia & Dystopia: Smalltalk & the Wider World
Abstract: When Smalltalk was invented, it was decades ahead of its time.
Forty years on, it is still a great improvement on almost all its successors, as
Hoare said of Algol. Smalltalk is a vision of utopia, divorced from the dystopian
realities of the world at large. Smalltalk predates MacOS, iOS, Android, web
browsers, Windows, cybercrime and cyberwar. How can Smalltalk evolve to
thrive in the cut throat environment it finds itself in Portability, interoperability, deployment, security and performance need to be taken seriously. The
speaker discusses not only problems and challenges but solutions, which must
be held to the the same standard of excellence set for us when Smalltalk was
created. This is much easier said than done, but it is essential if we are to keep
Utopia alive.
Speaker: Gilad Bracha
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Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 14:30 hs
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Technical Talks

Presentations in the Technical Session were divided into “Industry and Development” and “Research and Education”.
The “Research and Education” section comprises presentations of works already
done or in progress which were developed in Smalltalk, either in Universities or
in public or private institutions.
The “Industry and Development” section is dedicated to the presentation of
works related to software development in Smalltalk by companies or individuals, either for commercial purposes or not.
Topics of interest include, but are not restricted to:
• Development Tools
• Prototype Development
• Model-Driven Development
• Agile Practices (XP, TDD, etc.)
• Web Applications
• Meta-Modeling / Meta-Programming
• Novel Models or Frameworks
• Educational Material
• Embedded Systems and Robotics
• SOAP and Web Services
• Development or Research Experience Reports
• Commercial Systems
• Testing: Practices and Automation
• Interoperability with other Technologies
• Architecture & Design Best Practices
The submission deadlines and guidelines were:
• An Abstract of the presentation had to be delivered by October 20th, 2016
at the latest. This Abstract could not be longer than 1 page and it had to
include, at least, a description of the work, its objectives and the category
under which it falls.
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• The Program Committee selected by November 1st, 2016 have accepted
those ones to be presented at the Conference.
Following we have the abstracts of the talks accepted in the Conference.
The Smalltalk Image: Past and Future
Abstract: In this talk, the speaker talks about some of the great achievements
of Smalltalk, describes the benefits and liabilities of ”the image”, and how that
is related to virtualization and systems like Docker. The speaker believes that
Smalltalk can be a valuable part of the Docker space, but he does not think
people are using it that way.
Speaker: Ralph Johnson
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 10.11.2016 - 10:30 hs
Newspeak in 2016
Abstract: Newspeak is a distinct language in the Smalltalk family, notable
for its support for modularity and capability-based security. Newspeak has
no global namespace and all names are accessed by message sends. This simple
and uniform semantic base naturally gives rise to features such as nested classes,
class hierarchy inheritance, mixins and actors. The speaker reviews Newspeak’s
features and the status of the various implementations, based on Smalltalk,
Javascript, Dart, Java and a native VM respectively.
Speaker: Gilad Bracha
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 10:30 hs
Class, Metaclass, and Superclass: a Twisty Topic Untangled
Abstract: Among object-oriented languages, Smalltalk is unusual in having a
metaclass for each class. The relationships between class and metaclass, and
how this interacts with the relationship between class and superclass, is often
confusing to those new to Smalltalk, and sometimes confuses even those who
have been working with the language a while. This short talk attempts to untangle this topic through demonstrations, diagrams, and dialogue.
Speaker: Martin Mc Clure
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 16:00 hs
Meet Bee Dynamic Metacircular Runtime, can it be faster than classic VMs?
Abstract: Object-oriented (OO) languages are usually supported by Virtual
Machines (VMs). For different reasons, those VMs are mainly implemented
using static languages, allowing few changes at run-time and providing only
weak integration with the languages that they support: the model of the VM
is partially or not accessible at all from the OO language. This talk presents
a different approach, Bee, a Dynamic Smalltalk Runtime, written in Smalltalk.
12

Our Runtime integrates the VM model into the application one, creating a single shared paradigm, which we call Dynamic Metacircular Runtimes (DMR).
Unlike similar projects that implement self-hosted VMs in high-level languages,
our DMR allows arbitrary code modifications at run-time. In this talk the
speaker details two key aspects of Bee: its optimizing native code compiler and
its garbage collectors.
Speaker: Javier Pimás
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 16:30 hs
GemStone/64 Product Update and Roadmap
Abstract: First, an introduction to GemStone/S. Then a review of what’s new
in version 3.3 and a preview to what the company is working on for version 3.4.
Speaker: James Foster
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 17:00 hs
Developing a virtual machine for Arduino on top of Smalltalk and
C++
Abstract: In this talk the speaker shows the progress made on UziScript, a
virtual machine for Arduino implemented using Smalltalk and C++. The main
goal of this project is to improve Physical Etoys, a visual programming tool
for educational robotics. The speaker has developed a first working prototype
of the VM and he is working on integrating it into Physical Etoys, allowing
users to compile and run their programs on the arduino while still being able to
maintain a communication with the board and directly manipulate its internal
state from the computer.
Speaker: Ricardo Morán
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 18:00 hs
The development of a C-Test simulator with Pharo and Amber Smalltalk
Abstract: The students of Universidad Tecnológica Nacional (UTN) have the
opportunity of applying for many scholarships to travel to a foreign country.
One of them is the UTN-DAAD scholarship program (offered by the German
Academic Exchange Service - DAAD), which provides funds to study, research
and develop a project in German universities. This scholarship (among many
others) requires a certificate of German language proficiency. The C-test is a
type of exam that measures overall language competence (grammatical knowledge, vocabulary and reading comprehension). It consists of short texts, in
which some words are incomplete. The goal is to complete the text with the
missing letters. The DAAD offers the OnDaF exam for free to the students
that have been pre-selected for the scholarship, which is a C-test that provides
a valid certificate to prove the required level of the German language. In this
talk, the speaker presents the development of a web application that helps students to prepare for the OnDaF exam. The application simulates the exam with
13

practice texts, and gives feedback after the exam is complete. He shows some
of the technologies used to make this application, such as Amber Smalltalk and
Pharo, and their integration. He also explores the design of the application, and
talk about how the techniques used (such as TDD) have influenced it during
the development.
Speaker: Facundo Gelatti
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 18:30 hs
The Roassal Agile Visualization Engine
Abstract: Roassal is an agile visualization engine. Roassal graphically renders
objects using short and expressive Smalltalk expressions. A large set of interaction facilities are provided for a better user experience. Painting, brushing,
interconnecting, zooming, drag and dropping will just make you more intimate
with any arbitrary object model. Roassal is used in dozen of commercial or open
source projects. Roassal is available under the MIT License for VisualWorks,
VASmalltalk, Pharo and Amber.
Speaker: Milton Mamani Torres
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Wednesday 9.11.2016 - 19:00 hs
Squeak/Etoys on Cog/Spur
Abstract: The Squeakland version of Etoys has always been running on the
“old” interpreter Squeak VM. Newer VMs like Cog and Spur are much faster,
but since the object format changed, they could not load the ImageSegments of
older Etoys projects. Also, the Squeak Trunk diverged a lot from the Squeakland version over several years. We are working on a new version of Etoys
within the current Squeak Trunk image, which is still capable of loading the
old projects, but a lot faster overall. The work is not finished yet but the beta
version is already used in an Etoys online course in Germany.
Speaker: Bert Freudenberg
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 10:00 hs
Refactoring and Clean Code
Abstract: Refactoring is the process of changing software without altering its
external behavior. Refactoring software to make it maintainable and extendable
has become a recognized best practice and has been incorporated into many Agile practices such as Scrum, TDD and XP. Refactoring improves the structure
of the design of a system to allow for enhancements and to make maintenance
easier. This talk presents an overview of how to recognize when code needs
to be refactored (code smells) and the steps for common refactorings including
the refactorings provided by tools such as those in the Refactoring Browser. It
is important to refactor software in a disciplined way to minimize disruptions
and to allow the system to safely evolve. The speaker outlines my top-ten code
smells, when to refactor, and some safe refactorings that can almost always be
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done during the regular development process.
Speaker: Joseph Yoder
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 10:30 hs
A Collaborative Object Environment
Abstract: One of the things that distinguishes Smalltalk from other widely
used programming languages is the idea of an “image”, a way of persisting the
current state of the application, that enables us to see a computer program as
a living persistent thing instead of a process that has to be reconstructed every time the application is opened. This approach is more consistent with the
principles of the object-oriented paradigm, but it has a clear limitation when
you have objects on different devices, since those objects cannot communicate
with each other without an inter-process communication mechanism like sockets. In this talk the speaker proposes a solution to this problem built upon
the technologies available today, introducing an object oriented programming
environment, similar to an Smalltalk image, with distributed behavior and collaborative state.
Speaker: Matı́as Teragni
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 16:00 hs
Facing a challenge: An approach to teach Object-Oriented Programming to blind students
Abstract: We are teaching assistants in Introduction to Object-oriented Programming at Universidad Nacional de Quilmes (Buenos Aires - Argentina). Last
semester, the speakers met Miguel, a blind student, and they had to come up
with a plan in order to let him learn like any of his classmates. The speakers
want to talk about the experience: choosing the tools to help him and customizing them, the challenges faced, and, most of all, the work of teachers and
students combined.
Speaker: Matı́as Melendi and Angeles Tella Arena
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 16:30 hs
VA Smalltalk Product Update and Roadmap
Abstract: VA Smalltalk continues to evolve, and the speaker is going to share
the current state of this evolution. During this last year, the company has all
been diligently refreshing product features. They have some exciting new capabilities to show together with the “Roadmap to the Future” for VA Smalltalk.
Speaker: John O’Keefe
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 17:00 hs
REST 101: An Overview to Representational State Transfer APIs
Abstract: REST APIs offer an easy way of communication between applica15

tions. Big companies like Amazon, Twitter, Facebook and MercadoLibre implement Restful APIs to provide their services. This talk is an introduction to
understand how this technology works and how can be consumed by our apps.
Speaker: Omar Fernando Zafe
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 18:00 hs
More states, less problems
Abstract: Managing multiple states for an object can be troublesome, and
sometimes difficult to track. The speakers talk about their experience handling
this problem, decoupling objects from their state, and explicitly managing and
validating their transitions.
Speaker: Julián Maestri and Maximiliano Tabacman
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Thursday 10.11.2016 - 18:30 hs
Augmenting Smalltalk with your own Control Flow Syntax
Abstract: Smalltalk is a minimal programming language that allows it programmers to create their own syntax without modifying the language, its parser
or compiler. The speaker shows many examples of use of this capability and he
compares them to other languages like Ruby, Python, Java and C#
Speaker: Hernán Wilkinson
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 10:00 hs
A note of color
Abstract: This talk is about disambiguating automatically generated color sets
that could otherwise be indistinguishable to the human eye.
Speaker: Guillermo Amaral
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 10:30 hs
Security with VA Smalltalk
Abstract: In response to customer demand, Instantiations has continued to
enhance the SSL/TLS and Cryptographic libraries for the next release of VA
Smalltalk. In this talk, the speaker provides a brief overview of the design of
these libraries, as well as the tools they provide to help our customers build modern secure software. The company has added support for the latest OpenSSL
1.1.0 and with it, some great new features which I will cover, as well.”
Speaker: Seth Berman
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 11:30 hs
Dangerous Liaisons: Smalltalk, files, and GIT
Abstract: With the increasing use of GIT and Smalltalk, the stormy relationship between Smalltalk and disk files is back in full flood. Having spent the
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last 7 years building tools for working with Smalltalk and git (Metacello, Filetree, and tODE), the speaker discusses successful strategies for navigating these
troubled waters.
Speaker: Dale Henrichs
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 12:00 hs
Cog in Motion
Abstract: Cog is the open source JIT virtual machine used as standard by
the Pharo, Squeak, Cuis and Newspeak platforms. It started eight years ago
at Qwaq and has developed steadily since then, gaining performance, adding
platforms, and becoming more inclusive of community participation. This talk
briefly reviews that history, discusses work currently underway and the state of
collaboration around the VM. It then looks forward to the next sets of problems
to be tackled, both technical and organisational.
Speaker: Elliot Miranda
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 16:00 hs
Meet Dan: a native code surgeon
Abstract: Low-level programming is done best with very high-level tools. The
speaker shows how we can, from a Smalltalk environment, debug, profile, hijack
and reverse engineer native executables. Playing with low-level code has never
been such fun!
Speaker: Javier Pimás
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 16:30 hs
Parallelism with OpenCL in Bee Smalltalk
Abstract: OpenCL is an open, free standard for parallel programming consisting of an API, a cross-platform intermediate language and the specification
of a computing environment. Besides graphical applications, it can be used to
accelerate computations by means of GPUs. The speakers have built an object
model in Bee Smalltalk that uses OpenCL and allows us to run algorithms in
parallel, regardless of the platform of the final user. We present a specific application for the PetroVR suite to compute Monte Carlo statistics indicators.
Speaker: Carlos Ferro
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 17:30 hs
How Smalltalk enables world record breaking performance
Abstract: At Satellogic the speaker faced the need to do real-time satellite image rectification on low power hardware. These strict requirements made them
question conventional assumptions about high performance software. The real
problem is learning about a complex technical domain, and effectively using this
aquired knowledge. Smalltalk proved to be an outstanding tool to make this
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possible.
Speaker: Juan Vuletich
Biography: See in Section 2
Date: Friday 11.11.2016 - 18:00 hs
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